
        

Peace of mind for you 
and your family

Don't become another 
crime statistic!

Protects the 
things you 

love

Mul-T-Lock, Portobello Works, School Street 
Willenhall, West Midlands WV13 3PW

www.mul-t-lock.co.uk

Breaksecure XP complies to the British 
Standard Kitemark BS EN 103:2015 and 
TS007 3*, offering the very best protection in 
lock security.

Having been tested to BS EN 1303:2015 and 
TS007 3*, the Breaksecure XP is also endorsed 
by Secure by Design, the police preferred 
specification. Helping to protect your home and 
belongings.

Excellence as standard

Recommended by the police

   After a burglary you’re unlikely to get your items back
   Some possessions are irreplaceable - don’t risk it! 
   Burglary for theft of vehicle keys is at an all-time high
   Insurance premiums are likely to increase after a break-in

REMEMBER...

ASK YOURSELF...

CRIME

Official data from Scotland Yard 
indicates only 5% of burglaries 
are solved.

It’s important to know you will 
return to find your home just as you left 
it, and that’s why it’s vital to make sure your 
external doors are well protected.

90% of burglars gain entry through the front or 
back door, so fit Breaksecure XP to ensure you 
don't become the next crime statistic!

41%
Rear
Door

Current data 
from the Office for 
National Statistics

49%
Front
Door

    Does your door lock comply with the latest home 
insurance standards?

   Do you know who has a key to your front door?
    Do you know how many keys have already 
been cut for your front door?



    

Anti-drill

Grip resistant

Breaksecure

Crumple zone

Be safe in your own home

Lock snapping is a 
method of entry where 
burglars apply force 
to the lock cylinder, 
rendering the lock 
useless. The locks 
most at risk of this type of attack are fitted with a 
euro profile cylinder, which are found in the majority of 
PVC and composite doors installed in the last 15 years and 
operate in combination with a multipoint lock.

 DON’T BE     
     A VICTIM

LOCK SNAPPING

All you need is the correct size lock 
and a screwdriver!

Simply unscrew your interior handles, push 
the old lock out and put the new one in.

For high security with the ultimate convenience 
ask you locksmith about a keyed alike option 
for your Breaksecure XP cylinders, so that one 
patented key can unlock all your front, back, 
patio and other external doors.

Patented key for extra protection. Only 
Mul-T-Lock Approved Locksmiths can cut.

Many cylinders can be easily 
‘bumped’ - inserting and tapping an 
illegal key to release the cam and 
open the door. Break Secure XP is 
proven to resist this.

Break Secure XP’s Grip 
Resistant device prevents 
an intruder wrenching the 
lock with grips.

The front section of the
cylinder is designed to 
snap off when forced, 
leaving the cylinder in 
place and the
door secure.

The cylinder will collapse 
to a predefined pattern 
when under attack, leaving 
the core mechanism intact.

The cams are designed 
to interlock, providing a 
greater degree of strength.

Break Secure XP is 
engineered using high 
strength materials and 
robust construction to 
withstand prolonged 
drilling.

Bump resistantInterlocking cam
Easy to fit

Guaranteed

Patented key

One key house
Easy to fit and super strong the Breaksecure XP cylinder is designed with a unique 
feature that offers maximum security as well as convenience. If forced, the front 
section of the cylinder is designed to snap off and prevent further penetration while 
under attack. Uniquely it leaves the cylinder still useable post attack allowing the 
key holder to still access using their key.

Stay safe and secure, fit Breaksecure XP today

Easy to fit

Replaces your existing lock If forced the front section is 
designed to snap off

Snaps off

Even after snapping off you 
can still use your key

Still useable

We are so confident 
that Breaksecure XP  
will offer maximum 
protection to your 
home that we offer a 
full ten-year guarantee.


